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WHAT IS IT?

- Loops is a visual learning app used by thousands of educators and leaders. Today it's available for Web, iPhone and iPad.
- Loops lets you use, modify and create inspiring learning journeys called "learning loops".
- Loops enables everyone who wishes to teach or share knowledge, to create their own material that can be used and updated infinitely.
Quick Background about the Online Course

- Started at after Talkoot 1 and took off at Talkoot 2
- A course created for designers (studying and practicing) to give a foundation for perspectives on Children’s Rights
- An introduction to D4CR principles, a set of methods / tools with focus on analysis / evaluation
- Case based examples and Project Playground
- Three on the floor - inspired by the “Inside the Actors Studio” TV show
- Moved from a MOOC concept to a Blended Learning that is remixable.
Discussions and Demo
How LOOPS works

DACR Pilot
Why Design with Kids

In this hub
- Make a short introduction of yourself!
- Designing for Kids
- Pilot Course Structure
- Where are you from?
- Reflection in Action
- Meet the Instructors

More hubs
- What is DACR?
Exploring the Principles

Before we go on to the Design Tool kits, let’s explore several principals and look for cases that highlight good or challenging examples of the principals. You will need to find 2 cases for 2 principles that illustrate a case that is successful or how you would improve a product, service, or experience.

For the case you can use your own work or find a suitable example from product, service, application, experience, etc...

Please write a 400 to 800 word essay or make a 3-5 minute film. Illustrations are welcome.
Insights On Use Cases

- We learned that there is a lot of excitement and are many different audiences for this outside of the College/University student
- It will be used as a tool to communicate the importance of DFCR to different stakeholders and bring them on board
- Lack of examples of principles from the field. Our case study library is a place where we can gather these
- The remixing and customization of the content expands the use
Insights Features

- The toolkit with methods from different disciplines is very useful! Consider online tools to expand
- People liked how we highlight the different fields involved in DRCR and how to set-up collaborations in the case studies.
- Making it clear that this is not a standard and to point people to resource lists
THANKS...

- Reach out to us - join our weekly meetings
- Generally Monday and Friday at 9AM PST / 18:00 CET
- Contact us via SLACK or e-mail kcastella@msn.com or ds@di.ku.dk
- Stay tuned for an EMAIL from us with an invitation to discuss your role and preview the course.